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ABSTRACT
A significant aspect of systems analysis involves discovering and
representing entities and their inter-relationships.  Guidelines exist to
identify entities but none provide a rigorous and comprehensive process
to explicitly capture relationships.  Whereas, other analysis techniques
lightly address the relationship discovery process, Relationship Analy-
sis (RA) provides a comprehensive list of questions to determine a
domain’s relationship structure.

The quality of design artifacts, such as class diagrams can be improved
by first representing the complete relationship structure of the problem
domain.  RA can significantly enhance the systems analyst’s effective-
ness, especially in the area of relationship discovery, resulting in
improved analysis and design artifacts.

INTRODUCTION
The literature indicates that the best way to improve the software
development life-cycle is to improve it during the early stages of the
process (Sommerville, 2001) (Faulk, 2000) (Booch et al., 1998); in
particular, during the analysis phase.  During the analysis phase,
components are determined through the identification process of the
system’s entities and relationships.  Informal guidelines exist to help
identify entities.  However, no defined processes exist to explicitly and
systematically assist in eliciting relationships or documenting them in
class diagrams or entity-relationship (E/R) diagrams (Beraha & Su,
1999).  Relationships constitute a large part of an application domain’s
implicit structure.  Completely understanding the domain relies on
knowing how all the entities are interconnected.  Relationships are a key
component, yet lightly addressed by E/R and class diagrams (Catanio,
2004a,b).  These diagrams capture a limited subset of relationships and
leave much of the relationship structure out of the system model.  While
analyses and models are meant to be a limited representation of a system,
the incomplete relationship specification is not by design, but rather a
lack of any technique to determine them explicitly (Bieber & Yoo,
1999).  As a result, many analyses miss aspects of the systems they
represent.  Relationship Analysis (RA) addresses these concerns and
provides a straightforward way to identify the relationship structure of
a problem domain, and thus fills a void in the systems analysis process.

RELATIONSHIPS
Relationships within information systems can be depicted in diagrams
using various modeling techniques.  These techniques identify system
components and properties to build a conceptual model of the system.
A conceptual model must be powerful enough in its semantic expressive-
ness and easily comprehensible, as it serves as a communication medium
among stakeholders who interact with it during the stage of analysis and
modeling (Topi & Ramesh, 2002).

Entity-Relationship (E/R) modeling (Chen, 1976) is one of the best
known semantic data modeling approaches and is often used to represent
the conceptual schema of the problem domain by identifying its entities,
properties, and relationships.  Although relationships are depicted on
the E/R diagram, the amount of information these relationships convey
is rather limited and only provides minimal information describing
relationships.

Within the object-oriented methodology, conceptual models are repre-
sented as a collection of interacting objects. These objects help to
encapsulate an abstract concept into a self-contained unit organized by
their similarities into classes.  Relationship classification caters towards
class representation and there is no prescribed way to determine classes
or relationships.

Semantic classification within information systems strongly catego-
rizes main system entities but poorly classifies how they are related.
Modeling techniques focus on identifying main system components but
loosely identify how components are related and interrelated.  These
semantic models offer the modeler a small set of the fundamental
abstractions needed to identify the relationship structure of the domain.
None of the existing techniques explicitly helps the analyst in determin-
ing the detailed relationship structure of the domain, and therefore they
are not as comprehensive as analysts treat them.  For any analysis to
be truly effective, it needs to identify a complete set of relationships.
RA is such a technique that can supplement and “complete” the existing
approaches.

RELATIONSHIP ELICITATION QUESTIONS
The following elicitation questions are a subset of those that the RA
(Catanio, 2004a) process uses to explicitly identify relationships.

• Does the item have a definition?
• How can this item be expanded?
• What is this item a part-of?
• What is part-of this item?
• Which other items are similar/opposite to this item?
• What precedes/follows this item for a given purpose?
• What output results from the item’s inputs?
• What can modify this item?
• How can this item be reused?
• What is this item dependent on?
• What is dependent on this item?

EXPERIMENT
An experiment was performed using RA (Catanio, 2004a) to assess
whether RA is an effective technique to explicitly identify the relation-
ship structure of a problem domain.

This study measures the quality of class diagrams generated by groups
that accomplished the same task utilizing different means.  The benefits
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of expertise are less pronounced when analyzing and solving a problem
with a well-defined technique (Spence & Brucks, 1997).

We speculate that low experience groups utilizing RA questions will
produce design artifacts of equal quality as high experience groups.

A. Method
The method of the experiment is a 2 x 2 factorial design.  The two
independent variables are experience and analysis tool and the four
conditions in this experiment are:

• Use-case, low experience
• Use-case & RA, low experience
• Use-case, high experience
• Use-case & RA, high experience

The use-case analysis tool represents the control group category and the
treatment group represents the use-case & RA category.

Experience has been used extensively in experiments to determine its
effect on the learning process (Amento et al., 2000) (Schenk et al.,
1998) (Spence & Brucks, 1997).  To determine experience level,
subjects completed a pre-experiment questionnaire that identified
academic background, software background, and professional work
experience relating to software analysis.  Experts divided the subjects
into low and high experience based upon the criteria determined from
the pre-experiment questionnaire.  The low experience subjects were
randomly selected and placed in a team consisting of three low experi-
ence individuals.  Similarly, high experience subjects were randomly
selected and placed in a team consisting of three high experience
individuals.

B. Procedures
The main experiment lasted one week, whereby the first day included
a training session.  Each team, from the four different group types,
performed the same task.  This permits the pure effect of the treatments
to be isolated because the difference in tasks is controlled.  This will
increase the internal validity of the research (Rosenthal & Rosnow,
1991) .

All subjects were taught how to develop use-case analysis diagrams and
generate class diagrams.  The treatment groups were trained in RA.  To
eliminate any training effect, the control groups were provided an
equivalent enrichment topic, namely entity relationship (E/R) analysis.
After the training, all groups were provided the same task to solve with
their team members. All groups had one hour to create the use-case
analysis diagram.  At the conclusion of the session, all groups were
provided with an expert-generated use-case analysis diagram to the
problem statement to use as a basis to complete the remaining experi-
mental steps. The control groups generated class diagrams after use-case
analysis.  The treatment groups performed RA and then generated class
diagrams.

C. Measures
Expert judges rated the quality of each group’s generated class diagram
utilizing a 10-point scale whereby a 10 represents a perfect score.  Expert
judges have been used in many studies to evaluate quality of system design
and decision-making (Shaft & Vessey, 1998).

D. Empirical Evidence
Table 1 provides the quality grade mean and standard deviation calcu-
lations for each of the conditions.

The mean score of those using RA is better than not using RA for both
low and high experience groups.  This represents a positive synergistic
effect and suggests that low experience analysts utilizing RA could be
more effective than high experience analysts without RA.  Figure 1
depicts the quality grade for the high and low experience level groups.

CONCLUSION
Relationship Analysis (RA) provides a usable set of questions that
improves an analyst’s effectiveness in relationship discovery.  A study
showed that RA questions provide a fuller and richer analysis, resulting
in improved quality of class diagrams, and that RA enables analysts of
varying experience levels to achieve a similar level of quality of class
diagrams.  RA significantly enhances the systems analyst’s effective-
ness, especially in the area of relationship discovery, resulting in
improved analysis and design artifacts.

The encouraging results provide convincing incentive to begin develop-
ing RA into a practical technique that can be utilized by the software
community.  In a post-experiment debrief session many subjects
mentioned that current software object-oriented analysis techniques
provide little assistance in identifying classes and how they interrelate.
Much of the system analysis process and class diagram creation is
delegated to highly experienced system analysts.  RA attempts to level
the playing field among analysts of varying experience by providing a
set of questions to explicitly identify relationships, which in turn help
to identify classes.

Although a methodology independent technique, RA can be positioned
seamlessly between the use-case analysis and class diagram generation
steps of the widely-used object-oriented paradigm.  In future work we
hope to conduct field trials at various types of organizations showing
that RA improves the development process, is compatible with current
approaches, and that practitioners are satisfied with and accept it will
be the first stage towards RA’s inclusion into the object-oriented
paradigm and toolkits used by software engineers.

Table 1. Quality grade mean and standard deviation calculations

Experience 2 x 2 Factorial Design  
Low High 

Use-case  Mean = 5.87 
SD = 2.53 
N =15  

Mean = 6.81 
SD = 0.97 
N = 13  

Analysis 
Tool 

Use-case & RA Mean = 7.78 
SD = 0.55 
N = 16  

Mean = 7.96 
SD = 0.78 
N = 13  

 

Figure 1. Quality grade for groups
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